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 then pings are answered slowly because you lose a large number of packets kamilion: think theres some kind of setup for
firewall for lubuntu, did you disable it already? no, I've never had any luck with firewalls Maybe you've got some new game

you're playing? first time i've heard of that behavior. Kamilion: perhaps we should research this tomorrow and perhaps the bug
is also present in ubuntu? sounds like a bug in the game, I've never had trouble with steam on lubuntu with the ubuntu patched
drivers Kamilion: what game is this? i'm referring to the protocol behavior as in, clients kick windows from joining LANs and
such; the only time I've ever heard of it was when people were playing bo1, and those clients were holding the communications
back from other clients for whatever reason. ah ok i cant recall anymore sorry :p I just know that when I run HoN on lubuntu on
an nvidia gtx960 (which is never supposed to work, but still does) I never get connection issues, whereas with the'stock' ubuntu
drivers I do. kamilion: i mean graphics wise so, I'm not even entirely sure why you asked about firewalls. Kamilion: as i said,

maybe ubuntu and lubuntu share a very similar firewall setup Well, I know there is an active firewall built into the kernel. And
it's supposed to block icmp responses. But it doesn't. Ubuntu's kernel patches fail to allow me to get root access. That happens
when the kernel module loads and requests the parameter --allow-unsafe-loop-access. kamilion: do you have an alternative way

to test? I'm wondering if there's something hilighted in the log files that might help? 82157476af
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